Security Patch Release

This Patch Release addresses critical vulnerabilities; please consider deploying it as soon as possible. Not deploying this Patch Release may result in remote service exploitation, security threats to users and exposure of sensitive data.

Detailed vulnerability descriptions will be publicly disclosed no earlier than five (5) working days after public availability of this Patch Release. There is no indication that one or more of these vulnerabilities are already getting exploited or that information about them is publicly circulating.
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1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.6.2-rev26
Open-Xchange Guard 2.0.0-rev8


2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This document provides a summary of bugfixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to shipping Patch Release #2614.

39798 No security options in Appsuite UI after re-login
When a user first logs in, the Guard backend is queried to see if the user has Guard privileges. If so, then the options are drawn. If an user logged out while writing a new email, and logging in again, to continue writing this mail, no security options were displayed. Fixed a race condition to prevent this issue. This is only a partial fix for guard. That needs to be fixed in frontend for all other default apps expect mail.

39463 OX Guard: uploading private key only possible if original key isn't deleted
Importing personal key after deleting new created key let to an error. Guard copied data from exisiting keys.
Now Guard fetches required data from OX Backend to avoid this.

40003 CVE-2015-5703
CVSSv2: 7.9

3 Tests
The Open-Xchange QA team has successfully verified all bug fixes that could be reproduced within a lab environment.

To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integration testing.

All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

4 Fixed Bugs
39798, 39463, 40003,